NUMBER: INTERVENING NOUN, Their       6^
The Ordination services of the English Church states this to be a truth.
—Daily Telegraph.
All special rights of voting in the election of members was abolished.—
J. R. green.
The separate powers of this great officer of State, who had originally
acted only as President of the Council when discharging its judicial
functions, seems to have been thoroughly established under Edward I.—
J. R. green.
3. They, them, their, their*s, are often used in referring back
to singular pronominals (as each, one, anybody, everybody), or
to singular nouns or phrases (as a parent, neither Jack nor
Jill), of which the doubtful or double gender causes awkward-
ness. It is a real deficiency in English that we have no
pronoun, like the French sri, son, to stand for him-or-her,
his-or-her (for he-or-she French is no better off than English).
Our view, though we admit it to be disputable, is clear—
that they, their, &c., should never be resorted to, as in the
examples presently to be given they are. With a view to
avoiding them, it should be observed that (a) the possessive
of one (indefinite pronoun) is one's, and that of one (numeral
pronoun) is either his, or her, or its (One does not forget one's
own name: I saw one of them drop his cigar, her muff, or its
leaves); (b) he, his, him, may generally be allowed to stand
for the common gender; the particular aversion shown to
them by Miss Ferrier in the examples may be referred to her
sex ; and, ungallant as it may seem, we shall probably persist
in refusing women their due here as stubbornly as Englishmen
continue to offend the Scots by saying England instead of
Britain, (c) Sentences may however easily be constructed
(Neither John nor Mary knew his own mind) in which his
is undeniably awkward. The solution is then what we so
often recommend, to do a little exercise in paraphrase {John
and Mary were alike irresolute^ for instance), (d) Where
legal precision is really necessary, he or she may be written
in full. Corrections according to these rules will be appended
in brackets to the examples.
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